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IN THE 

UNIVERSITY ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
 

  
No. UEC-2018-W-007 

 

 

 

MVision Party, Complainant 

v. 

Michael Nwansi, Respondent 

and 

momentUM Party, Respondent 

  

[March 28, 2018] 

Appearances of Counsel: THOMAS ALLEN appeared before the 
Commission on behalf of the Complainant. HOPE BRINN and BRETT 
FRAZER appeared on behalf of the Respondents.  

Heard before: KOZIARA, Election Director, Backup Election Director 
GHAZAL, DOTSON, INSALACO Commissioners. Commissioners 
SORGE and BHATTACHARYYA did not take part in the consideration or 
decision in the matter. 

Opinion of the Commission. 

BACKUP ELECTION DIRECTOR GHAZAL and ELECTION DIRECTOR 
KOZIARA deliver the full Opinion of the Commission, in which 
INSALACO and DOTSON, Commissioners, join.  
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On Wednesday, March 23, 2018, Mr. Thomas Allen, in his 
capacity as counsel for the MVision party, submitted to 
Election Director Koziara a complaint against Respondents 
Michael Nwansi and the momentUM party, alleging a 
violation of the Election Code in Article VI, Section F(4)(a)(ii), 
which states in part that “...No candidate or party may 
attempt to influence a student while that student is in the act 
of voting.”  Id.  Counsel for Mr. Nwansi and momentUM, Hope 
Brinn, Whit Froehlich, and Austin Glass, submitted a reply 
brief to the Commission within the prescribed 24-hour time 
frame with additional evidence, and a hearing was scheduled 
for the parties to present their case on Sunday, March 25.  
Due to time constraints, the UEC recessed from its hearing 
that day shortly after 7:00pm, with the intent to continue the 
proceedings in the Nwansi case the following day.  The UEC 
concluded its proceedings in the case, amongst other 
numerous complaints brought by the momentUM party, 
during its marathon hearing session beginning on Monday, 
March 26 at 6:30pm and finally concluding at approximately 
1:00am on the morning of Tuesday, March 27. 

The relevant provision of the Election Code states, 

“Influence while voting. No candidate or party may 
attempt to influence a student while that student is in 
the act of voting. The presence of a candidate or party 
in the vicinity of a voter while voting, in the absence of 
influence, shall not constitute a violation of this rule.” 
Election Code Sec. F(4)(a)(ii). 

In order to comply with the requirement in the Compiled Code 
that the Commission issue a written decision within 36 hours 
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of the hearing, the UEC sent a Preliminary Order to the 
parties involved in this complaint at 10:41am on Wednesday, 
March 28.  This fell within the 36-hour window which started 
when the Commission finished its hearings at approximately 
1:00am on the morning of Tuesday, March 27.  While the 
Nwansi complaint was heard earlier in the evening, the 
UEC’s marathon hearing including the Nwansi complaint 
and many other complaints brought by the momentUM party 
(and later dismissed for failure to state a claim) continued 
until 1:00am, which was the earliest time that the members 
of the Commission could therefore begin to author their full 
opinions.  In order to preserve its ability to articulate its 
findings in the Nwansi complaint, the Commission opted to 
issue a Preliminary Order.  Such a Preliminary Order 
satisfies the requirement in Section G(3)(d) of the Election 
Code that the UEC issue a written opinion; nowhere in the 
Election Code is found any requirement that the written 
decision delivered within the 36-hour timeframe be the final 
decision of the UEC.  In its Preliminary Order issued on the 
morning of March 28, the Commission articulated its finding 
that Mr. Nwansi influenced a student while voting.  The 
Commission also holds that Mr. Nwansi, as a candidate, 
worked within the scope of coordination with his party, for 
reasons that we will discuss herein. 

 

I. Facts and Evidence 

The Commission finds the following facts to be indisputable, 
based upon photographic evidence submitted by Complainant 
MVision (“Exhibit A”), and unrefuted by Respondents. This 
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picture clearly shows Mr. Nwansi wearing a momentUM 
Party t-shirt, sitting in a chair adjacent to a student in the 
Duderstadt Library while the student and Mr. Nwansi are 
both looking directly at an open ballot on the vote.umich.edu 
website (with Mr. Nwansi looking over the student’s 
shoulder).  Mr. Nwansi’s backpack is resting in his chair, and 
it is noteworthy that the backpack straps are not on his 
shoulders, clearly and convincingly indicating he had been 
sitting there for more than a fleeting second, and apparently 
had no plans to leave the voter’s vicinity imminently.  During 
the UEC’s proceedings, Mr. Nwansi admitted to being the 
individual in this photograph and being present while the 
vote.umich.edu ballot webpage was open. 

Further evidence was entered into the record by Respondents 
in their reply brief.  For reasons to be discussed below, the 
Commission finds it unconvincing and/or inadmissible in our 
deliberations.  This evidence consisted of a signed statement 
by a one Dalton Geraldo (Respondent Exhibit A), who claimed 
to be the student in a red shirt sitting in front of the computer 
in the photo in Complainant’s Exhibit A.  Per Rule 4.04 of the 
UEC Rules of Practice and Procedure, the UEC cannot 
consider this statement as evidence, as it is character 
evidence not admissible in front of the Commission.  
Furthermore, Mr. Nwansi and momentUM were unable to 
bring Mr. Geraldo to testify in person at the UEC’s 
proceedings on their case. 

Mr. Geraldo’s statement in Respondent’s Exhibit A, along 
with his purported text messages in Exhibit B, demonstrate 
a lack of familiarity with, and incorrect understanding of, the 
relevant provisions of Section F(4)(a)(ii) of the Election Code.  
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Because this evidence misconstrues and confuses the legal 
standards and definitions for “voting” and “influence” 
established in the Election Code and prior case law, 
specifically youMICH v. Osborn, UEC-2013-W-002, the 
Election Director excluded this evidence as confusing per his 
prerogative as Presiding Officer under Rule 4.03 in the UEC 
Rules of Practice and Procedure.  Allowing students with no 
background in the Election Code or relevant case law to define 
such terms elemental to a violation of the Code would be 
prejudicial to parties seeking justice for such violations.  The 
Commission therefore does not consider Mr. Geraldo’s 
statement or text messages in Exhibits A and B of the 
Respondents’ brief as admissible evidence.  

Complainants included in their complaint a statement from a 
witness of Mr. Nwansi’s violation as Exhibit E.  The 
statement reads: “I, Adam Seltzer, witnessed Mr. Nwansi 
pointing at the voting screen, directing the voter toward 
candidates, around the same time that the picture was 
taken.”  Unlike the evidence submitted by Respondents in 
Exhibits A and B of their reply brief, Seltzer’s statement does 
not comprise legal conclusions, nor inaccurate or confusing 
characterizations of legal concepts in prior governing case 
law; it is instead a description of Mr. Nwansi’s actions.  As 
such, the Commission finds this evidence to be admissible at 
the discretion of the Presiding Officer, per Rule 4.05 of the 
UEC Rules of Practice and Procedure.  It is worth noting that 
MVision had brought Mr. Seltzer to the proceedings to testify 
as to the veracity of his statement; however, momentUM’s 
Presidential candidate, A.J. Ashman, speaking on behalf of 
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Mr. Nwansi and his party, refused his consent to allow Mr. 
Seltzer to testify.  

 

II. Relevant Law 

Section F(4)(a)(ii) of the Election Code (“Influence while 
voting”) provides that, “No candidate or party may attempt to 
influence a student while that student is in the act of voting. 
The presence of a candidate or party in the vicinity of a voter 
while voting, in the absence of influence, shall not constitute 
a violation of this rule.” Id.  The inclusion of the second 
sentence in this provision is ostensibly to protect candidates 
from unknowingly violating the rule in a circumstance when 
they might be near a voter but not realize that said voter is in 
the process of voting.  There is notably no exception in the 
relevant provisions of the Code for influencing voters who are 
friends of a candidate; the prohibition on influence applies 
universally, and candidates may influence neither friends nor 
strangers while they are in the act of voting. 

Rule 5.06(b) of the UEC Rules of Practice and Procedure 
states that, “Full Opinions issued in a preceding election cycle 
shall be persuasive precedent in cases before the 
Commission.”  In the case of youMICH v. Osborn, UEC-2013-
W-002, the UEC qualified the terms “influence” and “while 
voting.”  The UEC in that case held that Respondent Osborn’s 
actions of sitting, standing, or kneeling in the presence of a 
voting student and looking at the voting screen constituted 
influence. Id.  In the same opinion, the UEC also held that 
“...a student commences voting when he/she clicks on a ballot, 
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after logging onto vote.umich.edu while the polls are open.” 
Id. 

Ultimately, the UEC in Osborn assessed two demerits for 
each of the four found violations by Respondent and 
Presidential Candidate Chris Osborn, resulting in his 
disqualification from the election.  According to the current 
and updated Election Code as amended February 2018, 
violations of this type are now punishable by 4+ demerits. 
Election Code, Sec. F(4)(a)(iii). 

The facts of this case strikingly resemble the facts and 
circumstances from the youMICH v. Osborn case in Winter 
2013, and the Commission is therefore compelled to apply the 
same standards where possible.  It is important to note that 
since Osborn was decided, the Assembly has lowered the 
evidentiary standard for determining liability in the Election 
Code from “beyond a reasonable doubt” in the youMICH v. 
Osborn case to “clear and convincing” here.  The evidence 
provided is indubitably both clear and convincing, for reasons 
we shall discuss below.  

Complainant MVision also alleges that Mr. Nwansi acted 
within the scope of coordination with his party, momentUM.  
The Election Code, Sec. G(4)(b), and the case Make Michigan 
v. The Team, UEC-2015-W-003, establish a three-prong test 
for determining whether a candidate acted within the scope 
of coordination of a party, and as such, whether the party can 
therefore also be held liable for said violations.  First, the 
UEC must determine if that individual worked with or at the 
request of the candidate or party. Secondly, the UEC must 
determine if the Election Code was violated.  Finally, the UEC 
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must determine if the Election Code violation occurred within 
the parameters of what the candidate or party requested the 
Respondent to contribute to the campaign.  In analyzing this 
third prong, past UEC precedent has relied on the concept of 
respondeat superior as applied in Make Michigan v. The 
Team, UEC-2015-W-003, where liability arises if the 
candidate or volunteer’s violation is a detour, but does not 
attach if the candidate or volunteer’s actions constitute a 
frolic from the party’s instructions. 

 

III. Discussion 
a. Violation of the Election Code by Mr. Nwansi 

After a review of the facts and relevant law, the Commission 
holds that Mr. Nwansi influenced a student while voting, in 
violation of Sec. F(4)(a)(ii) of the Election Code.  Mr. Nwansi’s 
pointing to the screen (Complaint, Exhibit E), as well as 
looking over the shoulder of the voting student, while the 
vote.umich.edu ballot webpage was up (Complaint, Exhibit 
A), meet the standards of both “influence” and “while voting” 
as interpreted by the UEC in youMICH v. Osborn.  Indeed, 
the facts are almost identical.  Mr. Nwansi’s conduct and 
looking over the voter’s shoulder while the ballot page was 
open (and thus while the student was in the process of voting, 
as previously defined by the UEC) constituted pressure on the 
voter to vote in a particular way, and precluded the voter from 
making his own decision free of Mr. Nwansi’s oversight and 
influence.  This is exactly the behavior that this provision of 
the Election Code is designed to prevent, so as to ensure 
students’ ability to vote their conscience, free of outside 
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pressure, interference, or influence.  The Commission also 
holds that the fact that Mr. Nwansi claimed the voter was his 
friend is irrelevant, as there is no exception in the Code which 
allows candidates or volunteers to influence their friends or 
acquaintances while voting. 

In youMICH v. Osborn, the UEC found a violation of this 
provision of the Election Code.  Mr. Osborn wore a party t-
shirt while standing, sitting, or kneeling adjacent to students 
who were on their computers with the vote.umich.edu ballot 
webpage open—in some cases, the students had their hands 
on their mouse and in some cases it was unclear—while 
staring and, in some cases, pointing, at the screen in either 
the undergraduate Fishbowl or law school Reading Room.  In 
the case at hand, Mr. Nwansi’s behavior is strikingly similar.  
Mr. Nwansi is wearing a party t-shirt while sitting adjacent 
to a student on his computer while the vote.umich.edu ballot 
webpage is open—here, it is unclear from the picture whether 
the student’s hand is on his trackpad; however, one can 
deduce as much—while both the student and Mr. Nwansi 
simultaneously stare at the screen. The admissible written 
statement provided in Exhibit E claims Mr. Nwansi also 
engaged in pointing at the voting screen and directing the 
voter towards candidates.  

Here, the facts are nearly identical; Mr. Nwansi behaved in 
substantially the same way as Mr. Osborn did five years ago. 
Even if Mr. Nwansi was just a candidate at the wrong place 
at the wrong time, the severity and seriousness with which 
violations of this section of the Election Code are treated, 
along with the clear and convincing weight of the evidence, 
present a case too strong for the Respondent to overcome.  We 
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believe that the interests of justice in the instant case, along 
with the value of consistency in application of the law (as in 
youMICH v. Osborn), thus warrant the Commission’s decision 
herein.  Failure to find Mr. Nwansi’s behavior a violation of 
the Election Code would establish an irresponsible precedent 
and embolden future candidates to impinge the free will of 
voters to cast their ballots absent undue influence. 

 

b. Scope of Coordination with momentUM 

The Commission finds that Mr. Nwansi’s violation of the 
Election Code was within the scope of coordination with the 
momentUM party, and as such, also finds the party liable.  

Per the three-prong analysis for scope of coordination detailed 
above, we have already determined and held that Mr. Nwansi 
violated the Election Code (prong two).  It is clear from Mr. 
Nwansi’s t-shirt that he was working on behalf of and 
campaigning for not only himself but for the momentUM 
party (prong one), and it is well-established that candidates 
running with parties ask voters to vote not only for 
themselves as individuals, but also for their fellow 
compatriots running with their party.  All that remains, then, 
is the third prong. We hold that Mr. Nwansi’s campaigning 
and violation was a detour, and not a frolic, from the 
parameters of what he was asked or expected to contribute to 
the party: campaigning for votes.  The momentUM party sent 
its candidates out to campaign for votes, and it was while Mr. 
Nwansi was campaigning and asking students for votes—
during the very act the party requested—that he committed 
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this violation by remaining in a position of influence vis-a-vis 
a student while that student was voting at Mr. Nwansi’s 
request.  We contrast this characterization of a detour with a 
hypothetical scenario where the momentUM party could have 
requested candidates to hand out flyers for a period of time, 
and Mr. Nwansi going out of his way and chalking on 
forbidden surfaces during that time instead; such 
hypothetical actions would clearly constitute a frolic.  As a 
detour, the Commission thus holds that Mr. Nwansi’s 
violation was clearly and convincingly within the scope of 
coordination with the momentUM party.  

The Commission notes that the instant case is different from 
youMICH v. Osborn in one important way: Respondent 
Osborn’s forUM party was never named as a Respondent in 
that complaint, and as such, Complainant youMICH never 
sought demerits against the forUM party, nor tried to prove 
scope of coordination (possibly because the concept and 
liability for scope of coordination violations had not yet been 
fully articulated in its current understanding until Winter 
2015 with the case Make Michigan v. The Team, UEC-2015-
W-003).  However, here the Commission examines for the first 
time the application of scope of coordination analysis in light 
of a violation of Election Code Sec. F(4)(a)(ii).  In doing so, the 
Commission believes that the proposition that a party 
candidate and a member of a party’s campaign volunteers 
(colloquially referred to as the “street team”) should be held 
to different standards is unjust, and opens the possibility for 
candidates (and arguably encourages them) to take risks in 
attempts to influence voters. The rule against influencing 
voters is no doubt rigid by design and was created, at least in 
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part, to afford students the autonomy, in a safe space, to cast 
their unadulterated vote, free even from the influence of a 
friend. 

The “Influence while voting” rule is commonly known as “rule 
number one” during election season and is reinforced ad 
nauseam to candidates and members of street teams across 
parties. Members of the street team are agents of their 
parties, yet, it is common knowledge that a violation of this 
rule carries penalties that affect their entire party. 
Candidates, as both principals and agents of their parties, 
should be both more informed of their responsibilities to their 
party and more diligent about their actions surrounding this 
rule, and, thus, should be held to at least the same, if not a 
higher standard, than campaign volunteers.  

 

IV.  Conclusion 

When a candidate applies to run in a student government 
election, seeking the sacred trust of his or her peers to serve 
in office, he or she explicitly and implicitly agrees to campaign 
by a set of established and commonly agreed-to rules.  Indeed, 
every candidate in the Winter 2018 Central Student 
Government Elections signed an individual candidacy 
application, certifying their understanding and agreement to 
abide by, respect, and follow the rules of the campaign as 
established by the Election Code.  On multiple occasions each 
year, candidates are reminded of the story of youMICH v. 
Osborn, and warned to not engage in any action that could 
remotely be construed as influencing a fellow student while 
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voting.  Here, we can only conclude that Mr. Nwansi fell short 
of the expectations to which all candidates are held in order 
to ensure a fair and free election. 

It is therefore ORDERED that, in accordance with Sec. 
F(4)(a)(iii)(b) of the Election Code, FOUR (4) demerits be 
issued against Respondent, Michael Nwansi, for a violation of 
Compiled Code Article VI Section F(4)(a)(ii) of the Election 
Code, meaning votes cast for him in the election shall be 
reduced by three (3) percent for each demerit accrued, or 
twelve (12) percent accordingly, and ONE (1) demerit be 
issued against Respondent, momentUM Party, for its liability 
through the scope of coordination of Mr. Nwansi’s actions, 
with a corresponding reduction of three (3) percent of all votes 
cast for candidates of the momentUM party.  Mr. Nwansi’s 
accrued demerits totaling fewer than five, and the 
momentUM party’s demerits totaling fewer than ten, both 
Mr. Nwansi and the momentUM party remain eligible in the 
past election. 


